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Untitled Robin Cook 2024 2024-12-05

robin cook keeps the suspense mounting and the pages turning in these three gripping medical thrillers combining cutting edge technology rich medical lore and his signature brand of spellbinding suspense cook
draws his tales straight out of today s headlines creating controversy and intrigue with the same broad stroke of his pen

Robin Cook 1997

like arthur conan doyle before him best selling novelist robin cook has turned from the practice of medicine to that of writing popular suspense fiction widely recognized as the master of the medical thriller cook
uses the medium of the popular novel to address a range of social issues environmental pollution gender inequality in the workplace the risks inherent in the common practice of secrecy in science research and
above all the ramifications of medicine s transition from profession to corporate industry this study analyzes in turn each of cook s medical thrillers from coma tocontagion following a biographical chapter the genre
chapter examines the ways in which cook s medical thriller incorporates plotting conventions and strategies borrowed from such popular literary genres as the science fiction novel the murder mystery and the
gothic romance each novel is then examined in a separate chapter with subsections on plot character and theme stookey also offers an alternative critical approach to the novel which gives the reader another
perspective from which to read and discuss the text a complete bibliography of cook s fiction general criticism and biographical sources and listings of reviews of each novel complete the work the only study of one
of america s most popular contemporary novelists read by adults and young adults alike this is a key purchase for schools and public libraries

Robin Cook 1996-09-24

host the explosive thriller from new york times bestselling author and master of the medical thriller robin cook takes readers back to where the genre began and the questions posed in coma what happens when
innocent hospital patients are used as medical incubators against their will lynn peirce a fourth year medical student at mason dixon university thinks she has her life figured out but when her otherwise healthy
boyfriend carl is admitted to hospital for routine surgery lynn is devastated by his sudden death convinced there s more to the story than the authorities are willing to reveal lynn searches for evidence of medical
malpractice with the help of her lab partner michael what she uncovers however is far more disturbing hospitals associated with middleton healthcare have unnervingly high rates of unexplained complications and
patients contracting serious and terminal illnesses following routine surgery when lynn and michael begin to receive death threats they realize they must discover the truth before the shadowy forces behind
middleton healthcare can put a stop to their efforts once and for all

Host 2015-10-22

the master of the medical thriller robin cook returns with cure a heart pounding crime mystery with her young son s potentially fatal neuroblastoma in complete remission new york city medical examiner laurie
montgomery returns to work at the office of chief medical examiner worried that she still has what it takes laurie finds her first case back to be a dangerous puzzler involving organized crime and two start up bio
tech companies caught in a zero sum game satoshi machita a former kyoto university researcher is set to own a valuable patent controlling pluripotent stem cells destined to spark a trillion dollar industry of
regenerative medicine when he dies on a crowded new york subway platform laurie must decide whether his death was natural or something fiendish behind the scenes there are people who would like to see
laurie as far away from the investigation as possible despite threats against her laurie presses on until they extend to the person she loves most in the world her son jj suddenly laurie must face solving the crime and
saving her son s life
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Cure 2011-02-04

just when you thought it was safe to eat a hamburger again robin cook master of medical mysteries deadly epidemics and creepy comas returns with an all too likely villain drawn right from current headlines the
american meat industry if you ve ever wondered where the e coli bacteria comes from and exactly how it can ravage the human body destroying everything in its path this is the book for you as usual in toxin
cook delivers solid information well researched medical arcana and a scathing indictment of managed health care

Robin Cook 1999-10-01

from the bestselling doctor robin cook whose high voltage thrillers regularly quicken readers pulses comes acceptable risk a harrowing tale of greed abandoned ethics and ambition run awry in the newest area of
medical intervention cosmetic psychopharmacology with billions of dollars at stake every scientist in america is fighting to discover the next prozac the latest feel good drug edward armstrong believes he has hit the
jackpot he has isolated a stunningly effective antidepressant from a bacterial mould first uncovered over two hundred years ago but there is more to the drug than anyone could have imagined when edward turns
violent and the corpses of mutilated animals appear near the laboratory his girlfriend decides to investigate the truth about this new miracle drug before it claims any more innocent lives

Toxin 2014-09-11

fever is a fast paced thriller from new york times bestselling author and master of the medical thriller robin cook when his wife died of cancer and he desperately needed to know why doctor charles martel turned
to research then his world is shattered for the second time his daughter is admitted to hospital his research project is cancelled suddenly he s a man fighting against the odds against doctors who want to treat his
daughter s leukaemia the wrong way against a research institute that puts profits before ethics odds enough to turn a responsible citizen into a desperate criminal

Acceptable Risk 2014-09-11

in this new fast paced medical mystery thriller from the new york times bestselling author robin cook fan favorites jack and laurie must determine the manner of death after a pathology resident s suspicious suicide
reeling from a devastating encounter that nearly ended his life jack stapleton is still in recovery leaving his wife laurie montgomery new york s chief medical examiner to manage a difficult situation at home and
an even tougher one at work when a young man appears on the medical examiner s table an apparent death by suicide laurie is compelled to try and understand what happened the autopsy reveals the disturbing
possibility that foul play was involved and provides many more questions than answers ignoring her own professional rules laurie personally investigates who might want the man dead and why so begins a
descent into a dangerous world filled with ruthless individuals who will do anything to protect their business interests and that might just cost laurie her life

Fever 2014-09-11

from the master of the medical thriller robin cook comes brain another taut and compelling medical mystery two doctors suspect something is very wrong at the enormous medical center where they work and
soon they will put their careers and their lives in deadly jeopardy as they penetrate the eerie inner sanctums of a medical world gone mad
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Manner of Death 2023-12-07

a heart stopping tale of medicine gone mad and the abuse of power godplayer is a medical thriller from the master of the genre robin cook the first moment pathology resident cassandra cassidy met brilliant cardiac
surgeon thomas kingsley she knew they were meant to be together forced by a deteriorating eye condition to switch from her chosen field to psychiatry cassandra needs the support that the charismatic doctor so
passionately offers but while thomas continues his meteoric rise what should have been fairytale happiness begins to disintegrate as the solidity of their marriage begins to crumble and the dependable security of the
hospital world around her seems equally menaced cassandra is convinced that someone is killing terminal patients someone who holds the power of life and death in their hands against her husband s furious
objections cassandra takes it upon herself to stop the killings even as she fights to save her marriage little does she know that her search for the truth will open the floodgates of an unimaginable horror

Brain 2014-09-11

robin cook is the author and coma is the book for which the term medical thriller was first used it s a spine chilling shocker about a crime beyond imagining and the committed young medical student who brings it
to light the surgery was routine the kind performed many times a day at boston s most prestigious hospital the teams that worked in or 8 were among the best in the world but even their incredible skill couldn t
make up for what was happening around them several patients admitted to the hospital for minor surgery never awoke for some inexplicable reason their brains had been destroyed

Robin Cook Pamphlet 2002-07

death benefit is an explosive thriller from new york times bestselling author and master of the medical thriller robin cook pia grazdani is an exceptional yet aloof medical student working closely with columbia
university medical center s premier scientist their cutting edge research could revolutionize health care creating replacement organs thorough her work with the brilliant molecular geneticist dr tobias rothman pia
knows she will not only be given the chance to fulfil her professional ambitions but also maybe finally all push aside memories of her difficult abusive childhood however tragedy strikes in the lab pia with the help
of infatuated classmate george wilson launches an investigation into the unforeseen calamity in the hospital s supposedly secure biosafety lab meanwhile two ex wall street whiz kids think they have found another
lodestone in the nation s multi trillion dollar life insurance industry and race to find ways to control the data and make a killing and as pia and george dig deeper into the events at the lab matters become
increasingly suspicious

Godplayer 2014-09-11

in the new fast paced medical thriller from bestselling author robin cook fan favorites jack and laurie are inadvertently drawn into a dangerous vortex of a series of homicides that have been cleverly staged as
suicides after dr jack stapleton s near death confrontation with a medical serial killer his wife nyc chief medical examiner laurie montgomery is carrying the load both at work and at home when laurie insists that
dr ryan sullivan an underperforming senior pathology resident who is spending his required month at the medical examiner s office but who truly detests doing forensic autopsies assist her on a suicide autopsy in
hopes of stimulating his interest in the field the last thing she expects is to be unwittingly drawn into a major conspiracy that puts her own life in jeopardy desperate to avoid performing as many forensic autopsies
as possible dr ryan sullivan offers to participate in a research project on a series of suicides put together by one of the medical legal investigators these suicides like the case ryan analyzes with laurie hint at some
bothersome questions about their manner of death although the project was more of a ruse than a serious study ryan surprises himself by immediately uncovering unexpected shared commonalities most astonishing
of all ryan s inquiries eventually put him and laurie at risk by leading to a nefarious cancer diagnostics company that promotes the very latest groundbreaking cancer screening technology in a shockingly self
serving and fraudulent fashion
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Coma 2003-08-05

fatal cure is medical mystery from new york times bestselling author and master of the medical thriller robin cook angela and david wilson husband and wife medical partnership are looking for a new life away
from the pressures of the city and new hope in their battle against the incurable disease destroying their nine year old daughter s life bartlet s state of the art medical centre looks like the answer to the wilsons
prayers until the falling of autumn leaves reveals something more sinister than the skeletons of the trees for in this rural paradise it isn t life the doctors try to save it s money

Death Benefit 2012-02-02

new york times bestselling author robin cook takes on the ripped from the headlines topic of using dna tracking to catch a killer in genesis an unforgettable medical thriller when the body of social worker kera
jacobsen shows up on chief medical examiner laurie montgomery s autopsy table it appears at first that she was the victim of a tragic drug overdose but for laurie and her new pathology resident the brilliant but
outspoken dr aria nichols further investigation reveals an alarming discovery the young woman was ten weeks pregnant when she died but nobody seems to know who the father was or whether he holds the key
to kera s final moments alive while laurie faces a personal crisis with the support of her husband forensic pathologist jack stapleton the impulsive aria investigates a controversial new technique to progress the case
using dna databases to track down those who don t want to be found working with experts at a genealogy website based in new york she plans to trace the foetus s dna in the hopes of identifying the mystery
father after kera s closest friend is found murdered days later the need for answers becomes critical because someone out there clearly doesn t want kera s secrets to come to light and if aria gets any closer to the
truth she and laurie face becoming targets for a ruthless killer enjoy more medical mystery thrillers with contagion vector and pandemic

Manner of Death 2023-12-05

in critical robin cook delivers a heart pounding medical thriller of murder and mayhem car chases and corpses and a shock twist ending angela dawson m d appears to have it all at thirty seven she owns a fabulous
new york city apartment a stunning seaside house on nantucket and enjoys the perks of her prosperous lifestyle with her controlling interest in three busy specialty hospitals in nyc and plans for others in miami
and los angeles angela s future looks very bright but her climb to the top was rough marked by a troubled childhood a failed marriage and the devastating blow of bankruptcy then a surge of drug resistant staph
infections in all three hospitals devastates angela s carefully constructed world not only do the infections result in patient deaths but the fatalities cause stock prices to tumble will angela be able to hold her empire
together medical examiners laurie montgomery and jack stapleton are professionally and personally intrigued by these deaths with jack facing surgery in one of the hospitals to repair a torn ligament laurie can t
help investigating opening a pandora s box of corporate intrigue that threatens not just her livelihood but her life with jack as well

Fatal Cure 2014-09-11

a doctor s life gets turned upside by a dangerous new technology in this thought provoking medical thriller from 1 new york times bestselling author robin cook george wilson m d a radiology resident in los
angeles is about to enter a profession on the brink of an enormous paradigm shift foreshadowing a vastly different role for doctors everywhere the smartphone is poised to take on a new role in medicine no longer
as a mere medical app but rather as a fully customizable personal physician capable of diagnosing and treating even better than the real thing it is called idoc george s initial collision with this incredible innovation is
devastating he awakens one morning to find his fiancée dead in bed alongside him not long after she participated in an idoc beta test then several of his patients die after undergoing imaging procedures all of them
had been part of the same beta test is it possible that idoc is being subverted by hackers and that the u s government is involved in a cover up despite threats to both his career and his freedom george relentlessly
seeks the truth knowing that if he s right the consequences could be lethal
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Genesis 2019-12-12

invasion is a fast paced thriller from new york times bestselling author and master of the medical thriller robin cook to anyone glancing upwards at the night sky it would have seemed like a brilliant shooting star
but moments later electronic equipment of every kind began to spark and explode throughout the city the following morning college student beau stark is the first to pick up one of the countless strange black discs
scattered far and wide after an initial sharp pain like a bee sting he becomes gradually infested his flu like symptoms signify the revival of an alien virus implanted millions of years in mankind s genetic code and
since then lying dormant until the unwitting hosts are sufficiently developed to aid its relentless progress meanwhile all over the nation other human beings and animals succumb to the same virus and start to
behave bizarrely and symbiotically as if controlled by some outside influence as beau assumes leadership of this growing band of the infested his college friends quickly realize that something truly horrifying is
happening around them desperately struggling to piece together the puzzle they soon become hunted refugees in a desperate quest to save humanity before the gateway opens leave it to doctor turned novelist
robin cook to scare us all to death los angeles times

Critical 2011-03-25

from master of the medical thriller robin cook author of the bestseller coma comes another heart pounding mystery through a crisis of medical malpractice emerges evidence of how the medical profession itself is
being harmfully transformed by the intrusion of powerful business interests not least is the growing prevalence of concierge medicine where public service doctors will take on private patients for a fee in crisis a
thrilling story which features dr laurie montgomery and dr jack stapleton whose long term professional relationship here takes on a new twist robin cook continues to enthral us with his deep personal insight into
contemporary medicine but also provides readers with the biggest surprise ending found in any of his many bestselling novels

Cell 2014-02-04

shock sees cutting edge technology and personal greed converge in robin cook s spine tingling novel of medicine run amok deborah cochrane and joanna meissner students and close friends spot a campus newspaper
ad that promises to solve their financial problems an exclusive highly profitable fertility clinic on boston s north shore is looking for donors deborah and joanna figure they can perform a good deed in helping
infertile couples while earning some money for themselves although rumours surface of a fellow donor s unexplained disappearance they remain undeterred the procedures seem to go smoothly but second
thoughts and curiosity prompt the two women discover more stymied by the clinic s veil of secrecy deborah and joanna obtain employment there to continue their probe working under aliases they soon discover
the horrifying true aims of dr windgate s research immediately putting their lives and their sanity irrevocably at risk

Invasion 2014-09-11

terminal is a fast paced thriller from new york times bestselling author and master of the medical thriller robin cook the forbes cancer center in miami is experiencing unprecedented cure rates for patients stricken
with medulloblastoma sean murphy a bright brash harvard medical student takes an elective at the center to learn as much as he can about the procedures and treatments the icy atmosphere that greets him coupled
with a warning to stay away from the unit in question fuels sean s determination to discover why everything is veiled in such secrecy to carry out his investigation he enlists the help of his girlfriend janet reardon
a nurse these self appointed detectives find themselves chased by a variety of factions and in trouble with the law before unearthing the horrible truth
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Crisis 2011-03-18

charlatans is an explosive thriller from new york times bestselling author and master of the medical thriller robin cook noah rothauser is the new super chief resident at the state of the art boston memorial hospital
taking on such a prestigious job is a dream come true but the pressures of the role become all too clear when a seemingly routine operation ends in disaster with potential foul play suspected it falls to noah to
investigate what happened questioning those involved uncovers bitter feuds within the team when the egotistical dr william mason is quick to blame staff anesthesiologist dr ava london for the tragic outcome
however dr london along with the nursing staff point the finger at the surgeon when two more unexpected deaths occur noah is forced to look closer at the impressively competent charming yet mysterious dr
london with his own job and integrity coming into jeopardy noah must decide which doctor is at fault and who he can believe before any more lives are lost

Shock 2011-12-12

a mysterious transmission from the depths of the atlantic ocean sends a team of oceanographers and divers on a perilous quest in search of a discovery that could transform modern science and the future of
humankind original

Terminal 2014-09-11

the story of a deadly epidemic spread not merely by microbes but by sinister sabotage a terrifying cautionary tale for the millennium as the health care giants collide after he loses first his midwestern
ophthalmology practice to a for profit medical giant and then his family to a commuter airline tragedy dr john stapleton s life is transformed to ashes feeling less the golden boy than a jaded cynic stapleton retrains in
forensic pathology and relocates to find an uneasy niche for himself in a city that suits his changed perspective the cold indifferent concrete maze of new york stapleton thinks he is past pain and past caring but as a
series of virulent and extremely lethal illnesses capped by a particularly deadly outbreak of a rare strain of influenza strikes the young the old and the innocent his suspicions are aroused when the apparent
epicentres of these outbreaks are revealed to be hospitals and clinics controlled by the same for profit giant that cannibalized his old ophthalmology practice stapleton fears he has stumbled upon a diabolic conspiracy
of catastrophic proportions could the for profit giant be engaged in the systematic elimination of its more costly subscribers getting at the truth leads to stapleton s unlikely pairing both professionally and personally
with terese hagen an art director at a hot madison avenue advertising firm together they discover that the real explanation behind the killer contagions is even more machiavellian than could be imagined contagion
anticipates some of the uncharted consequences of managed health care in an age when even the wariest consumer may be at risk it is robin cook the master of the medical thriller at his unerring best enjoy more
medical mystery thrillers with chromosome six vector and pandemic

Charlatans 2017-08-24

the first comprehensive study of the novels of robin cook master of the medical thriller

Abduction 2000

millions of readers met crusading epidemiologist marissa blumenthal in the pages of the bestselling outbreak now robin cook brings back his feisty heroine in a gripping tale vital signs a roller coaster ride into the
unexpected and the utterly unconscionable in the eyes of her envious peers marissa has it all a superb professional reputation a flourishing pediatrics practice even a fairy tale marriage with the man of her dreams
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robert buchanan an entrepreneur involved in health care administration and research but there is one thing marissa does not have the child she desperately desires and when tests confirm that her sealed fallopian
tubes have rendered her infertile her perfect world begins to crumble obsessed with becoming pregnant marissa barely even notices the disastrous effect her idée fixe is having on her marriage and career when a
little medical sleuthing points to suspicious origins of her infertility marissa boldly challenges the law along with wendy a new friend with a similar infertility problem she breaks into a fertility clinic travels to
australia a center of in vitro fertilization then on to hong kong the two women s exploration of the brave new world of reproductive technologies takes a shocking turn when wendy is violently killed and marissa s
own life is mysteriously threatened but personal danger does not deter her and she allows herself to be drawn into the dark vortex of the baby making business where a woman s dearest dream turns slowly
agonizingly to dread timely top notch suspense that will grip the reader from the very first page vital signs proves once again the unique and compelling genius of robin cook

Contagion 2014-09-11

bestselling author robin cook returns with another ripped from the headlines thriller as new york city medical detective jack stapleton investigates the promises and deadly risks of alternative medicine and is led
deep into the heart of a religious conspiracy

Robin Cook 2002-09-30

in robin cook s foreign body a series of unexplained deaths in foreign hospitals sends an idealistic medical student on a desperate search for answers jennifer hernandez is a fourth year medical student at ucla whose
world is shattered during an otherwise ordinary day while half listening to a news report on medical tourism where first world citizens travel to third world countries for surgery she hears her beloved
grandmother s name mentioned and her own heart nearly stops the reporter says maria suarez hernandez had died a day after undergoing a hip replacement in new delhi s queen victoria hospital maria raised
jennifer and her brothers from infancy and their bond was unshakable still the news that maria had travelled to india is a shock to jennifer until she realizes it was the only viable option for the hardworking yet
uninsured woman devastated jennifer takes emergency leave from school and heads to india where relations with local officials go from sympathetic to sour as she presses for information with the discovery of other
unexplained deaths followed by hasty cremations jennifer reaches out to her mentor new york city medical examiner dr laurie montgomery laurie along with her husband dr jack stapleton rushes to the younger
woman s side and as the death count grows so do the questions leading laurie and jennifer to unveil a sinister multilayered conspiracy of global proportions

Vital Signs 2014-09-11

utterly chilling frighteningly plausible mindbend is a classic of medical horror that could come only from new york times bestselling author robin cook when young dancer jennifer schonberg becomes pregnant by
accident her feelings are mixed but her husband adam feels even more conflicted as a third year medical student already in financial straits the loss of jennifer s income and the cost of the coming child means he
must drop out of medical school on the eve of becoming a doctor against the advice of his teachers and his wife adam takes a job as a salesman for the powerful drug company arolen pharmaceuticals whose influence
reaches far into the physician s world just how awesome arolen s control is over the medical profession adam is yet to discover but it will become all too clear in a series of increasingly terrifying revelations
awaiting adam at the end of his violent odyssey is a confrontation grave beyond imagining in which the survival of jennifer s unborn child hangs in the balance and he must fight to save his family and the soul of
medicine from an overwhelming evil
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Intervention 2009-08-11

from the undisputed master of the medical thriller comes vector a riveting thriller by robin cook that speculates about the horror of bioterrorism and a deadly virus new york cab driver yuri davydov is a
disgruntled russian immigrant ready to lash out at his adoptive nation which he believes has denied him the american dream as a former technician in the soviet union s biological weapons system yuri knows how
to wreak havoc in his new home but before he executes his masterpiece of vengeance he experiments first on selected targets dr jack stapleton begins to witness some unusual cases in his capacity as forensic
pathologist in the city medical examiner s office a greek immigrant apparently succumbs to sudden overwhelming pneumonia while an obese afro american woman collapses with acute respiratory distress when an
unexpected coincidence suggests to jack that these seemingly unrelated deaths are actually connected murders his colleagues and superiors remain skeptical meanwhile he is taking himself deeper into deadly
danger but can he reach the heart of the puzzle before davydov and his associates unleash into the streets of new york the ultimate terror a modern bio weapon enjoy more medical mystery thrillers with contagion
marker and pandemic

Foreign Body 2009-03-06

it was the magic and mystery of an empire long past that beautiful erica baron came to explore innocently she cast her eyes in forbidden places and discovered the clue to a treasure beyond imagination it was then
that terror overtook her as the most fearful curse of the ancient world and the most savage menace of the modern one threatened to detroy her one dangerously attractive man offered erica help he offered her
protection he offered her love and in this strange exotic land of seductive evils where no one could be trusted desire became for erica the deadliest snare of all

Mindbend 2014-09-11

he sought to create the son of his dreams and invented a nightmare robin cook s techno medical thriller probes every father s greatest fear drawing on a horror theme as old as frankenstein as fresh as tomorrow s
headlines mutation is a chilling cautionary tale of the perils of genetic engineering when ob gyn and biomolecular researcher dr victor frank learns of his wife s infertility he initiates a bold and dangerous
experiment unbeknownst to everyone including her dr frank has adapted the methods of animal husbandry and molecular genetics to human reproduction fusing his wife s egg and his own sperm he sets in motion
the production of a superior being his child the result of this experiment a son vj is born to a surrogate mother and legally adopted by the franks to their delight their son is physically perfect and by the age of three
displays the complex problem solving abilities of a prodigy victor frank is a happy man he has produced a flawless human being and that success plus the subsequently healthy births he has covertly engineered
through his obstetrics practice bodes well for a dazzling professional future then without warning vj s intelligence level plunges to a point appropriate to his age but stabilizes for the moment frank can breathe a sigh
of relief even if vj is no longer the genius he was at least he will be normal but that relief is tragically short lived for all too soon vj begins to change again and this time there is no cause for comfort only terror
mutation is both the spellbinding chronicle of a father pitted against his son in mythic battle and a timely warning to us all here is blue chip robin cook destined to be as controversial as it is compulsively readable

Vector 2014-09-11

marker is a fast paced medical thriller from the master of the genre robin cook a young man seems the picture of health until he fractures his leg while skating in new york s central park within twenty four hours
of his surgical treatment he is dead next a mother has knee surgery to repair a torn ligament in her knee and within twenty four hours she too has died confronted with a series of puzzling deaths of young healthy
patients after routine treatment medical examiners dr laurie montgomery and dr jack stapleton begin to investigate up against resistance from her superiors and also coping with a personal life that continues to
fragment precipitated by jack s inability to commit to their relationship laurie s need for answers becomes even more urgent could all these deaths be intentional with time winding down she and jack embark on a
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race to connect the dots enjoy more medical mystery thrillers with contagion vector and pandemic

Sphinx 1983-01-01

in viral an electrifying medical thriller from new york times bestseller robin cook a family s exposure to a rare yet deadly virus puts them at the centre of a terrifying new danger to mankind and pulls back the
curtain on a healthcare system powered by greed and corruption brian murphy and his family are enjoying a relaxing summer vacation when his wife emma comes down with mild flu like symptoms their
leisurely return home to new york city quickly turns into a race to the er when her condition dramatically deteriorates at the hospital she is diagnosed with eastern equine encephalitis a rare and highly lethal
mosquito borne viral disease caught during one of their evening cookouts worse still brian and emma s young daughter exhibits alarming signs of the same illness an already harrowing hospital stay turns even
more fraught when brian receives a staggering hospital bill that his insurer refuses to pay out on citing dubious clauses in his policy forced to choose between the health of his family and bills he can t afford and
furious at both an indifferent healthcare system and the lack of public awareness about a virus that poses a growing threat brian vows to seek justice as he uncovers the dark side of a historically ruthless industry
that preys on the sick and defenceless it becomes clear he must take his revenge against those responsible by whatever means necessary

Mutation 2014-09-11

charles martel is a brilliant cancer researcher who discovers that his own daughter is the victim of leukemia the cause a chemical plant conspiracy that not only promises to kill her but will destroy him as a doctor
and a man if he tries to fight it copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Marker 2011-03-18

harmful intent is a fast paced thriller from new york times bestselling author and master of the medical thriller robin cook a routine spinal injection during a normal birth and for dr jeffrey rhodes a living
nightmare begins before his eyes a young healthy woman suffers inexplicable seizures and dies her child survives brain damaged and severely disabled disgraced and convicted of a fatal error rhodes becomes a
fugitive desperate to uncover what really happened in the operating room before a killer claims another life

Viral 2021-08-31

outbreak is robin cook at his hair raising best blending a premise of consummate public concern with a galvanizingly suspenseful plot he has perhaps created his signature work when the director of a los angeles
health maintenance clinic succumbs along with seven patients to an untreatable and virulently contagious virus atlanta s center for disease control goes on red alert unless the virus is isolated and checked mankind
may be facing its gravest medical crisis since the black death assigned by the cdc to investigate the disease dr melissa blumenthal is soon caught up in the ultimate nightmare the california case is merely the first in a
burgeoning series of outbreaks that occur in unrelated geographical areas but with puzzling commonalities the locations are always health care facilities and the victims are only physicians and their patients as her
investigation takes increasingly bizarre turns melissa finds that behind the natural threat lurks a far more sinister possibility sabotage before she discovers the truth melissa must overcome her superiors fury her
colleagues doubts and the wrath of a powerful cabal sworn to achieve its aims no matter what the cost in human life including melissa s brilliantly imagined fiendishly compelling outbreak is superb robin cook the
kind of speculative chiller that will reverberate in the reader s awareness long after the final page is turned
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Fever 1983-01-03

Harmful Intent 2014-09-11

Outbreak 2014-09-11
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